533 Breaches in Two Months of
Ankara Ceasefire Agreement
No less than 331 individuals,
including 107 children and one
fetus, have been killed due to these
breaches alone

Monday, March 13, 2017
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I. Introduction

Killing, destruction, and displacement are now at the same levels they were prior to Ankara Ceasefire Agreement in Syria. We have been stressing since the first cessation of hostilities statement in February 2016 that the ceasefire won’t hold for more than a few days
as long as there are no harsh consequences enforced on the violators of the cessation of
hostilities. According to SNHR’s team who is working daily on monitoring and recording
the breaches, the main party behind the breaches is the Syrian regime and the pro-regime Iranian militias who have been responsible for approximately 70% of the breaches.
Fadel Abdul Ghany, chairman of SNHR, says: “People in the Syrian society don’t
care for the negotiations and talking about it. The main reason for that is the fact
that there haven’t been any reflections on the ground with regard to the ceasefire. All efforts have failed so far to apply pressure on the party that is mainly responsible for the human and materials losses which is the Syrian regime, simply
because they weren’t real, serious efforts.”
SNHR documented the breaches that were committed by the parties to the conflict when
Mr. Kofi Annan’s six-point plan was submitted in April, May, and June 2012 through daily
reports. We kept sending daily copies of these reports to Kofi Annan’s office in Geneva
until the plan was proven to be a failure especially because the Syrian regime continued
to commit what were even beyond mere breaches, which manifested in violations that
amount to crimes against humanity and war crimes, as we documented many of these
crimes.
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We did the same with the two Cessation of Hostilities ceasefires which were established
on February 27, 2016, while the second ceasefire was on September 12, 2016 where we
documented the breaches committed by the signing parties. The main party to violate
these ceasefires was the Syrian regime and his Iranian ally, and the Russian regime.
On December 30, 2016, a comprehensive ceasefire agreement was announced under
a Russian-Turkish sponsorship. The signing parties, the Syrian regime on one side, and
armed opposition factions on the other side, pledged to cease all combat offensives including airstrikes, and to cease raids and advancements on the ground. However, military
areas under the control of ISIS (Self-proclaimed the Islamic State) were excluded from the
agreement.
This report sheds light on the most notable breaches committed (Combat operations
and arrest operations) by the parties that are bound by the Ceasefire Agreement (Syrian
and Russian regime and armed opposition factions) in areas under the control of armed
opposition factions and areas under a joint control (armed opposition factions and Fateh
Al Sham Front ”Formerly al Nussra Front”) from the day the Agreement went into force,
Friday, December 30, 2016, until Monday, February 28, 2017. The report doesn’t include
any combat operations in ISIS-held areas. We have reviewed the pictures and videos we
received and verified their authenticity using a private software. Also, we have talked to
survivors, victims’ families, or eyewitnesses to some of the incidents.

II. Executive Summary

The report includes the most notable breaches that were documented after two months of
Ankara Ceasefire Agreement which went into effect on Friday, December 30, 2016. There
have been 533 breaches divided into combat operations and arrest operations.
The breaches are distributed by the perpetrator party
A. Syrian regime forces (Army, security, local militias, Shiite foreign militias): we
recorded 447, as follows:
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- Combat operations: 370 breaches, which are distributed across Syrian governorates
as follows:
107
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- Arrest operations: 77 breaches, resulting in the arrest of 619 individuals, including 25
children and 49 women (Adult female). The arrests are distributed across Syrian governorates as follows:
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B. Russian forces: we recorded 60 breaches through combat operations, including two
breaches using cluster munition and one violation using incendiary weapons in Idlib governorate. The breaches are distributed across Syrian governorates as follows:
Hama: 3
Aleppo: 16
Idlib: 40
Daraa: 1
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C. Armed opposition factions: 15 breaches through combat operations, which are distributed across Syrian governorates as follows:
Hama: 3
Aleppo: 12
D. Breaches the perpetrators of which haven’t been identified, perpetrated by the
Syrian regime or the Russian regime (investigations are still ongoing to accurately
identify their perpetrators): 11 breaches through combat operations, distributed across
Syrian governorates as follows:
Daraa: 8
Damascus: 2
Hama: 1
These attacks resulted in the killing of 331 individuals – 325 civilians, including 107 children, one fetus, and 56 women (Adult female) in addition to six opposition fighters. The
distribution of the death toll by the perpetrator party is as follows:
The Syrian regime: 209 individuals including 53 children, 25 women, and three opposition
fighters
The Russian regime: 92 individuals including 43 children, 25 women, one fetus, and three
opposition fighters
Armed opposition factions: 10 civilians including four children and three women
Parties we didn’t identify, the Russian regime or the Syrian regime (Investigations are still
ongoing to accurately identify the perpetrator): 20 civilians including seven children and
three women

II. Details

In this report, we highlight the most notable new breaches that were documented in the
second month since Ankara Ceasefire Agreement went into effect in Syria. Additionally,
the report includes a number of breaches that occurred in the first month, but weren’t
included in our past reports, as those incidents were still being investigated.
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A. Combat Operations
1- Syrian regime forces

- Damascus governorate
Al Qaboun neighborhood, northeastern Damascus city, Saturday, February 18, 2017
Syrian regime forces fired a number of “Pheel” rockets at the neighborhood, which killed
three civilians including one woman. The neighborhood is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Barza neighborhood, northeastern Damascus city, Monday, February 20, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes carried out an airstrike, where four missiles
were fired at the residential buildings in al Hafeth street in the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of seven civilians at once including two children and two women. The
neighborhood is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Al Qaboun neighborhood, northeastern Damascus city, Friday, February 24, 2017
Syrian regime rocket launchers fired a number of surface-to-surface rockets that fell next
to al Hayat surgical hospital in the neighborhood. The hospital building and its equipment
were heavily damaged. As a result, the hospital was rendered out of commission. The
neighborhood is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Al Qaboun neighborhood, northeastern Damascus city, Monday, February 27, 2017
Syrian regime force artillery fired a number of shells that fell near Abu Bakr al Siddeeq
mosque, known as the Grand Mosque, in the neighborhood, which caused moderate
damages to the mosque building and its furniture. The neighborhood is under the control
of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
- Damascus suburbs governorate
Ain al Fija village, Wadi Barada area in northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate,
Thursday, January 5, 2017
We haven’t included this incident in our past report, as it was still being investigated
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired missiles at “Alrabba Tika” Roman ancient
temple and the ancient castle inside Ain al Fija water intake facility in the village, which
resulted in heavy damages. The village was, at the time of the incident, under the control
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of armed opposition factions with a minor presence for some Fateh al Sham Front fighters,
whereas it is, at the time of this writing, under the control of Syrian regime forces.
Ain al Khadra village, Wadi Barada area, northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate,
Wednesday, January 11, 2017
We haven’t included this incident in our past report, as it was still being investigated
Syrian regime forces helicopters dropped a number of barrel bombs on a residential
building in the village, which resulted in the killing of six civilians from the same family
(Four children and their parents). The village was, at the time of the incident, under the
control of armed opposition factions with a minor presence for some Fateh al Sham Front
fighters, whereas it is, at the time of this writing, under the control of Syrian regime forces.
Kfeir al Zit village, Wadi Barada area in northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate,
Thursday, January 12, 2017
We haven’t included this incident in our past report as it was still being investigated
Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of shells at the village, which killed three
civilians. The village was, at the time of the incident, under the control of armed opposition
factions with a minor presence for some Fateh al Sham Front fighters, whereas it is, at the
time of this writing, under the control of Syrian regime forces.
Der Meqren village, Wadi Barada area in northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate,
Monday, January 16, 2017
We haven’t included in our past report as it is still being investigated
Monday noon, Syrian regime forces and pro-regime militias fired tank shells at “Der Meqren village” mosque in the village. The mosque building was heavily damaged. The
village was, at the time of the incident, under the control of armed opposition factions with
a minor presence for some Fateh al Sham Front fighters, whereas it is, at the time of this
writing, under the control of Syrian regime forces.
Ain al Fija village, Wadi Barada area in northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate,
Monday, January 23, 2017
We haven’t included this incident in our past report as it was being investigated
Around 22:00, Syrian regime forces sniper stationing in al Lewa’ 104, affiliated to the
Republican Guard (al Haras al Jomhouri), targeted a media activist in the village. The
village was, at the time of the incident, under the control of armed opposition factions with
a minor presence for some Fateh al Sham Front fighters, whereas it is, at the time of this
writing, under the control of Syrian regime forces.
Al Nashabbiya town, Eastern Ghouta in eastern Damascus suburbs governorate, Monday,
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January 30, 2017
Around 14:00, Syrian regime forces rocket launchers fired three surface-to-surface rockets near al Eman mosque in the town. The mosque building and its cladding materials
were moderately damaged. Al Nashabiya town is under the control of armed opposition
factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Hazrama town, eastern Damascus suburbs governorate, Tuesday, January 31, 2017
Syrian regime forces artillery fired a shell that fell near an ambulance (affiliated to the civil
defense – center 114) in the town. The ambulance structure was slightly damaged. The
town is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for
Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Madaya town, northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate, Thursday, February 2, 2017
Syrian regime forces and pro-regime militias fired artillery shells at the southern neighborhood mosque in the town. The shell fell in front of the mosque whose building and its
cladding materials were moderately damaged. The town is under the control of armed
opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Douma city, Eastern Ghouta in eastern Damascus suburbs governorate, Friday, February
3, 2017
Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of shells that fell near an ambulance belonging to Sham Humanitarian Network in Douma city in eastern Damascus suburbs governorate, which resulted in the killing of the paramedic Majed al Turk. Additionally, the ambulance was slightly damaged. The city is under the control of armed opposition factions,
where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Madaya town, northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate, Friday, February 3, 2017
Syrian regime forces artillery fired shells at al Eman mosque in the town. The mosque
building and its cladding materials were moderately damaged. The town is under the
control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front
or ISIS.
Douma city, Eastern Ghouta in eastern Damascus suburbs governorate, Tuesday, February 7, 2017
We recorded two breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The city is under the control of
armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
The first incident: Syrian regime artillery fired shells at the popular market in the city. The
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market facilities and a number of shops were moderately damaged.
The second incident: Syrian regime forces artillery fired a shell at the Grand Mosque in
the city. The shell fell in the mosque yard, as the mosque building and its cladding materials were moderately damaged.
Baqqeen town, northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate, Saturday, February 11,
2017
A sniper from the Syrian regime forces and their militias opened fire at an ambulance belonging to the civil defense -Madaya center- in Baqqeen town. The ambulance was slightly damaged. The town is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no
presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Harasta city, Eastern Ghouta in Damascus suburbs governorate, Saturday, February 18,
2017
Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of mortar shells at “al Jadida neighborhood”
cemetery in Harasta al Gharbiya area, which follows Harasta city. The bombing came at
a time when residents from al Qaboun neighborhood in Damascus city where holding a
funeral for victims who had fallen in a previous shelling on the neighborhood. The shelling resulted in the killing of 18 individuals, and wounded about 15 others. Harasta city is
under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al
Sham Front or ISIS.
It should be noted that there is a military base for armed opposition factions near the
cemetery. However, the mourners were no less than 10-15 meters away from the military
base. People being killed even though they were this far reflects a lack of distinction and
precision in the targeting of the military base. Furthermore, the high number of victims is
an evidence on the disproportionate use of force which was, undoubtedly, greater that the
anticipated military benefit from targeting the military base.
Douma city, eastern Damascus suburbs governorate, Sunday, February 19, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at the residential
neighborhood in the city, which resulted in the killing of one female child and one woman.
The city is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for
Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Baqqeen town, northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate, Tuesday, February 21,
2017
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Syrian regime forces artillery fired a shell near an ambulance belonging to the civil defense in the town, which wounded a civil defense member. Additionally, the glass
windows of the ambulance were shattered, and the ambulance structure was slightly
damaged. The town is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no
presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Madaya town, northwestern Damascus suburbs governorate, Wednesday, February 22,
2017
Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of shells that fell near an ambulance in the
town, which wounded a civil defense member. Additionally, an ambulance was moderately damaged. The town is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no
presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Douma city, Eastern Ghouta in eastern Damascus suburbs governorate, Saturday, February 25, 2017
we recorded three breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The city is under the control of
armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
The first incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at
the market in the city, which caused moderate damages in a number of shops.
The second incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles a few meters away from Ghazi high school for girls, which heavily damaged the
school building.
The third incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces fired a number of missiles at the city,
which resulted in the killing of 10 civilians including five children and one woman. Additionally, 30 others were wounded.
Al Nashabiya town, al Marj area in eastern Damascus suburbs governorate, Monday,
February 27, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired two missiles at the medical point in the
town. The medical point building and its equipment were moderately damaged. As a
result, the medical point was rendered out of commission. Also, two ambulance were
rendered out of commission after they were heavily damaged. Al Nashabiya town is under
the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham
Front or ISIS.
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- Idlib governorate
Idlib city, Monday, January 30, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes (MiG-23) fired missiles at the faculty of veterinary medicine which follows Idlib University that is located in western Idlib city. The missiles fell in the yard of faculty which, partially destroyed the building fence and moderately
damaged the cladding materials, laboratory equipment, and furniture. It should be noted
that this building contains a set of laboratories that are affiliated to the faculties of veterinary medicine, chemistry, pharmacy, and physics. Idlib city is under the joint control of
armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
Idlib city, Friday, February 3, 2017
we recorded three breaches by the Syrian regime forces. Idlib city is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for
ISIS.
The first incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes (MiG-21) fired a number of
missiles at al Thura bakery in northern Idlib city. The bakery building was partially destroyed, and fires broke out in large parts of it. As a result, the bakery was rendered out of
commission.
The second incident: Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes (MiG-21) fired a number
of missiles near al Mutanabbi high school in the northern parts of Idlib city. The school
building and its furniture were slightly damaged.
The third incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles
near Tishreen post center in al Na’oura neighborhood in northern Idlib city. The center
building and its furniture were moderately damaged.
Termalla village, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Sunday, February 5, 2017
Syrian regime rocket launchers stationing in Hama military airbase fired a surface-to-surface rocket on the Sharia Court building, which is affiliated to Ahrar al Sham Movement,
in southern Termalla village. The guard building was partially destroyed, and the Court
building was moderately damaged.
Ma’aret Harma village in the southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Monday, February 6,
2017
We recorded three breaches by Syrian regime forces. The village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for
ISIS.
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The first incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a station for the Free
Syrian Police, which uses a junior high school as a station, in the middle of the village. The
station, its cladding materials, and fence were heavily destroyed.
The second incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile at Ma’aret
Harma high school. The missile fell in the middle of the schoolyard, destroying a classroom, and moderately damaging the cladding materials on the school building.
The third incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile at Ahmad
Yassin elementary school in the village. The school building and its fence were moderately damaged.
Binnish city, northern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Friday, February 10, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles near al Anwar kindergarten in the western parts of the city. One of the missiles fell 50 meters away from the
kindergarten. The cladding materials on the kindergarten building was moderately damaged. The city is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham
Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
Sfouhin village, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Saturday, February 11, 2017
We recorded two breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for
ISIS.
The first incident: Syrian regime forces rocket launchers fired a number of rockets near
Sfouhin school for boys in the village. One of the rockets fell 10 meters away from the
school, slightly damaging its fence.
The second incident: Syrian regime rocket launchers fired a number of rockets at al Rahman mosque on the village. One of the rockets fell 50 meters away from the mosque. No
damages were recorded in the mosque.
Al Habeit village, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Thursday, February 16, 2017
Syrian regime forces helicopters dropped two barrel bombs on the residential buildings
near the main road in the middle of the village, which resulted in the killing of four civilians
including one female child and one woman. Additionally, about five others were wounded. The village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham
Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
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Termalla village, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Tuesday, February 21, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile near Termalla Grand Mosque
in the middle of the village. The missile fell 50 meters away from the mosque, and no
damages were recorded in the its building. The village is under the joint control of armed
opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
Ma’aret Misreen town, northern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Tuesday, February 21, 2017
We recorded two breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The town is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for
ISIS.
The first incident: Tuesday afternoon, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a
missile at a residential building near at the main road in the southern parts of the town,
which resulted in the killing of five civilians including two women. Additionally, 15 others
were wounded.
The second incident: Tuesday afternoon, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired
two missiles near The Martyr Mohammad Bath hospital in the town. The missiles fell 50
meters away from the hospital, which wounded five civilians. Additionally, the cladding
materials on the hospital building and its equipment were moderately damaged.
Ma’aret Harma village, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Wednesday, February 22,
2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles near the Syrian
Journalistic Center in the village. Two media activists were wounded. Additionally, the
center building and its equipment were moderately damaged. The village is under the
joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
Al Habeit village, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Wednesday, February 22, 2017
Around 09:55, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile at the residential buildings in the town, which resulted in the killing of two civilians; one of whom was
a woman. The village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al
Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
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Jesr al Shoghour city, western suburbs of Idlib governorate, Thursday, February 23, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile near an educational complex
that contains Walid Sha’ban high school, a girls’ high school, and al Basel kindergarten,
which occupies a part of the girls’ high school buildings, in the northern parts of the town.
The kindergarten building was partially destroyed, and a fire broke out inside. Also, the
other two school buildings were slightly damaged. The city is under the joint control of
armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
Binnish city, northern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Saturday, February 25, 2017
We recorded two breaches by the Syrian regime forces in Binnish city. The city is under
the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no
presence for ISIS.
The first incident: around 08:10, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile
at a residential building that is adjacent to the Shari Court building, which is affiliated to
Ahrar al Sham Movement, in the eastern parts of the city. Eight civilians were wounded.
Additionally, the building and its cladding materials were moderately damaged.
The second incident: The same warplanes resumed their airstrikes on the Shari Court
building after paramedics and civil defense members gathered, where two missiles were
fired, which wounded four civil defense members to varying degrees.
Kafr Nobbol city, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Saturday, February 25, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired two missiles near Sham Aiding Network
hospital on “Hazzarin village” road in the western parts of the city. The hospital building
was slightly damaged, and a fire broke out in the parking lot that is located across the
hospital. The city is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham
Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
Khan Shaikhoun city, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Saturday, February 25, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired two missiles at the residential houses in
the western parts pf the city, which resulted in the killing of five civilians including three
children. The city is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al
Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
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Idlib city, Saturday, February 25, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile near al Mashtal garden in
western Idlib city, which moderately damaged the garden and its fence. The city is under
the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no
presence for ISIS.
Ariha city, southern parts of Idlib governorate, Saturday, February 25, 2017
We recorded five breaches by Syrian regime forces. The city is under the joint control of
armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
The first incident: around 16:00, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired two missiles at “al Dalla circle” area in the western parts of the city, which resulted in the killing of
eight civilians at once.
The second incident: around 16:00, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired three
missiles at the main market near al Bazar circle in the middle of the city, which resulted
in the killing of four civilians, and wounded seven others. Additionally, a number of shops
were heavily destroyed, and the market facilities were heavily damaged.
The third incident: around 16:00, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired two
missiles near the Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) that is located in “al Hezb circle” area
in the western parts of the city. The missiles fell about 100 meters away from the branch,
which resulted in the killing of three civilians. Additionally, the cladding materials on the
branch building was moderately damaged.
The fourth incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile near al
Sukkar institution in the middle of the city. The institution building was moderately damaged.
The fifth incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile near al Bir
association in the middle of the city, which resulted in the killing of one civilians.
Idlib city, Sunday, February 26, 2017
Around 14:52, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes (Su-22) fired two missiles in
the vicinity of Shu’aib mosque in the western parts of the city. The missiles fell about 100
meters away from the mosque, slightly damaging its mosque. The city is under the joint
control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence
for ISIS.
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Ariha city, southern parts of Idlib governorate, Sunday, February 26, 2017
We recorded three breaches by the Syrian regime forces in Ariha city. The city is under
the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no
presence for ISIS.
The first incident: Around 09:50, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes (Su-24) fired a
missile at the civil defense center -which occupies a garage for external pedestrian buses
(al Bolman)- in the northern parts of the city. Four civil defense members were wounded.
Additionally, the center building and its equipment were partially destroyed, and a fire
truck was moderately damaged. The bombardment also damaged a warehouse for Orient
Aiding Network -adjacent to the civil defense center- in the northern parts of Ariha city.
The warehouse building was partially destroyed, and its cladding materials and contents
were moderately damaged.
The second incident: around 09:50, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes (Su-24)
fired a missile near Ariha phone center in the middle of the city. The center building was
moderately damaged.
The third incident: around 09:50, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes (Su-24) fired
a missile at a relief warehouse which is affiliated to al Qalb al Kabir organization in the
western parts of the city. The warehouse building was moderately damaged, and its cladding materials and the food baskets inside were moderately damaged as well.
- Hama governorate
Aqrab town, southern suburbs of Hama governorate, Friday, February 3, 2017
Around 11:30, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a missile near the civil
defense center in the town. The missile fell about 30 meters away from the center. The
center building and its cladding materials were moderately damaged, and an ambulance
belonging to the center were moderately damaged. The town is under the joint control of
armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Kafr Zita city, northern suburbs of Hama governorate, Monday, February 6, 2017
Syrian regime forces helicopters dropped a number of barrel bombs near Kaft Zita specialized hospital and Abu Obayda ben al Jarrah, which is located 10 meters away from
the hospital. One of the barrel bombs heavily damaged the hospital building and its
equipment, causing it to be temporarily rendered out of commission. No damages were
recorded in the mosque which was damaged from a previous bombing. The town is under the joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al
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Sham Front or ISIS.
Al Jabriya village, northern suburbs of Hama governorate, Tuesday, February 7, 2017
Around 13:00, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at the
village, which resulted in the killing of three civilians including two women. Additionally, a
female child was wounded. The village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Al Hmeirat village, western suburbs of Hama governorate, Friday, February 24, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at the village, which
resulted in the killing of eight civilians (Six children and their parents). The village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al
Sham Front or ISIS.
- Homs governorate
Kafr Laha city, northern suburbs of Homs governorate, Saturday, February 4, 2017
Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of shells that fell about 25 meters away from
the makeshift hospital near the ambulance belonging to the hospital. The ambulance
structure was heavily damaged, and was rendered out of commission. The city is under
the joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al
Sham Front or ISIS.
Al Wa’er neighborhood, western Homs city, Wednesday, February 8, 2017
We recorded three breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The neighborhood is under the
joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham
Front or ISIS.
The first incident: Syrian regime forces fired a “Pheel” rocket in conjunction with its artillery
firing a number of mortar shells at the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of 11
civilians including four children and two women.
The second incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of one child.
The third incident: Syrian regime forces fired a “Pheel” rocket at the civil defense center
in the neighborhood, which wounded a civil defense member. Additionally, the center
building and an ambulance belonging to the center were heavily damaged, and were rendered out of commission.
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Al Wa’er neighborhood, western Homs city, Friday, February 10, 2017
Around 09:00, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes bombed the residential buildings in the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of seven civilians including two
children. The neighborhood is under the joint control of armed opposition factions, where
there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Al Wa’er neighborhood, western Homs city, Friday, February 17, 2017
Friday morning, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes (Su-22) fired six missiles at
the residential buildings in the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of two civilians
including a female child. Additionally, around eight others were wounded. Also, one of the
missiles fell about 100 meters away from the mosque, known as al Umari mosque, moderately damaging its building and cladding materials. Al Wa’er neighborhood is under the
joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham
Front or ISIS.
Al Wa’er neighborhood, western Homs city, Friday, 18, 2017
We recorded two breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The neighborhood is under the
joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham
Front or ISIS.
The first incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes carried out an airstrike,
where two missiles were fired by the residential buildings in the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of one child and his uncle.
The second incident: Saturday morning, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes carried out a second airstrike, where two missiles were fired at the residential buildings in the
neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of two civilians; one of whom was a child.
Al Wa’er neighborhood, western Homs city, Sunday, February 26, 2017
We recorded two breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The neighborhood is under the
joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham
Front or ISIS.
The First incident: around 13:10, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles in the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of four civilians including
one child.
The second incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missile near Qurtoba elementary school in the neighborhood, which partially destroyed the
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school fence, and heavily damaged its building and cladding materials.
Al Wa’er neighborhood, western Homs city, Tuesday, February 28, 2017
We recorded three breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The neighborhood is under the
joint control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham
Front or ISIS.
The first incident: Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of shells at the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of three civilians including a civil defense member
The second incident: Syrian regime forces tanks fired a number of shells at the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of one civilian
The third incident: Syrian regime forces artillery resumed its shelling on the neighborhood,
where a number of shells were fired, killing one woman.
- Aleppo governorate
Al Sheikh Ali village, western suburbs Aleppo governorate, Thursday, February 9, 2017
Thursday noon, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired missiles at Khazna soda
factory in the village. The factory was partially destroyed, and fires broke out inside it.
The village is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence
for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Sarj Fare’ village, southern suburbs of Aleppo governorate, Friday, February 10, 2017
Friday noon, Syrian regime artillery stationing in Katibat al Adnaniya fired a number of
shells at the village mosque, which resulted in the killing of two civilians. Additionally, the
mosque building, and its cladding materials were heavily damaged. The village is under
the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham
Front or ISIS.
Hawwar village, western suburbs of Aleppo governorate, Sunday, February 26, 2017
Sunday noon, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at al
Huda surgical hospital in the village. The hospital building and its equipment were heavily
destroyed, and two ambulance belonging to the hospital were moderately damaged. The
village is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for
Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
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- Daraa governorate
Dael city, northern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Wednesday, January 11, 2017
We haven’t included this incident in our past report, as it was still being investigated
Fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at the city, which
resulted in the killing of four civilians including one armed opposition fighter. The city is
under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al
Sham Front or ISIS.
Bosra al Sham city, eastern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Sunday, February 12, 2017
Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of shells that fell near the civil defense center
in the city, which wounded a civil defense member. Additionally, the center building, and
an ambulance belonging to the center, were slightly damaged. Bosra al Sham city is
under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al
Sham Front or ISIS.
Daraa al Balad area, the middle of Daraa city, Monday, February 13, 2017
Around 12:00, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at the
main water tank in the city. The tank was destroyed completely and was rendered out of
commission. The tank is located within the parts of Daraa al Balad area that is under the
control of armed opposition factions.
Al Yadouda town, southern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Wednesday, February 15,
2017
Around 12:00, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes carried out two airstrikes, where
four missiles were fired at the makeshift hospital of the town. The missiles fell about 15
meters away from the hospital, as the hospital building and its cladding materials were
moderately damaged. The town is under the control of armed opposition factions, where
there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Tafas city, western suburbs of Daraa governorate, Saturday, February 18, 2017
Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of shells at the city, which resulted in the killing of one female child and one woman from the same family. The city is under the control
of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Um al Mayathin town, eastern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Saturday, February 18, 2017
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Syrian regime forces helicopters dropped a number of barrel bombs on Um al Mayathin
town, which resulted in the killing of four civilians from the same family (Three children
and one woman). The town is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there
is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Al Yadouda town, western suburbs of Daraa governorate, Saturday, February 18, 2017
Around 14:00, fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at
the residential buildings in the town, which resulted in the killing of five civilians, who were
mostly from the same family, (Four children and one woman). The town is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or
ISIS.
Al Jiza town, southeastern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Thursday, February 23, 2017
Syrian regime helicopters dropped three barrel bombs on the town, which resulted in the
killing of two women (A mother and her daughter). The town is under the control of armed
opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Bosra al Sham city, eastern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Thursday, February 23, 2017
We recorded three breaches by Syrian regime forces. The city is under the control of
armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
The first incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at
the city, which resulted in the killing of two civilians.
The second incident: Syrian regime helicopters dropped a barrel bomb on the city, which
resulted in the killing of one child.
The third incident: Syrian regime forces artillery fired a number of shells at the city, which
resulted in the killing of one woman.

2- Russian forces

- Idlib governorate
Khan Shaikhoun city, southern suburbs Idlib governorate, Wednesday, February 1, 2017
Fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian used incendiary weapons to target an agricultural field in the eastern neighborhood of the city. The city is under the Joint control of
armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
Jesr al Shoghour city, western suburbs of Idlib governorate, Friday, February 3, 2017
Fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired a number of missiles at the former
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Saraya building “currently unused” in the public square, located in the eastern parts of
the city. The building was heavily destroyed. The city is under the Joint control of armed
opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
Al Taman’a town, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Sunday, February 5, 2017
Fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired four missiles loaded with cluster submunition on the farm area in the northern parts of the town. The town is under the Joint
control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence
for ISIS.
Idlib city, Tuesday, February 7, 2017
We recorded five breaches by Russian forces. The city is under the Joint control of armed
opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no presence for ISIS.
The first incident: Around 03:25, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired two
missiles at a residential building in Masaken al Dubbat area, Uzbek fighters’ families live
in this area, in the western parts of the city, which resulted in the killing of six civilians
(Two female children and four women)
The second incident: Around 03:25, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired
four missiles at two residential buildings located to the west of al Jarra circle in al Qosour
neighborhood in the southern parts of the city, which resulted in the killing of 14 civilians
including eight children and four women.
The third incident: Around 03:25, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired two
missiles at two residential buildings in al Qosour neighborhood in the southern parts of
the city, which resulted in the killing of five civilians including one female child and three
women.
The fourth incident: Around 03:25, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired two
missiles at Wadi al Nasim neighborhood in the southern parts of the city, which resulted in
the killing of four children
The fifth incident: fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired a missile near the
laser lithotripsy center (Formerly the Doctors’ Union building) which is located in the
southern parts of the city. The center building, its equipment, and cladding materials were
moderately damaged.
Ma’aret Harma village, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Tuesday, February 7, 2017
Saturday dawn, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired a missile at the rural
school in the town. The school building was partially destroyed, and its furniture were
moderately damaged. The village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions
and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is presence for ISIS.
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Rasm Nyas village, eastern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Wednesday, February 15, 2017
Fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired a number of missiles at a small shop
for fuel refinery in Rasm Nyas village, located to the south of Abu al Thohour town, which
resulted in the killing of two civilians, one of whom was a child, who both works at the station. Additionally, a fire broke out in the station, and it was heavily damaged. The village is
under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there
is presence for ISIS.
Kirratein village, eastern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Wednesday, February 15, 2017
Fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired a number of missiles at a small shop
for fuel refinery in the village. A fire broke out in the station, which was heavily damaged.
The village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham
Front, where there is presence for ISIS.
The area between Madaya, Termalla, and al Nqeir villages, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Friday, February 17, 2017
Fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired five RBK-500 missiles loaded -with
ShOAB-0.5 submunition in the area. The area is a military area which is under the control
of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Al Der al Sharqi village, eastern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Sunday, February 26, 2017
Around 18:40, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired a missile near the Syrian University hospital, which is located in the western parts of the village. The missile
fell about 100 meters away from the hospital, as the building was slightly damaged. The
village is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front,
where there is presence for ISIS.
Ariha city, southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Monday, February 27, 2017
Around 03:40, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired two missiles at the residential buildings in the northern parts of the city, which resulted in the killing of 19 civilians
including nine children and four women. Additionally, about 20 others were wounded. The
city is under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where
there is presence for ISIS.
ةAl Der al Sharqi village, eastern suburbs of Idlib governorate, Monday, February 27, 2017
Around 14:30, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired four missiles at the
Syrian University hospital on the western outskirts of the village. The hospital roof and
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walls were partially destroyed, and its cladding materials and equipment were moderately
damaged. As a result, the hospital was rendered out of commission. The village is under
the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is
presence for ISIS.
- Daraa governorate
Daraa al Balad area, Daraa city, Monday, February 13, 2017
Fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired two missiles at the makeshift hospital
in the area. The hospital building was partially destroyed, and its equipment were heavily
damaged. The area is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no
presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
- Aleppo governorate
Kafr Joum village, western suburbs of Aleppo governorate, Monday, January 30, 2017
Monday, morning, fixed-wing warplanes we believe are Russian fired a number of missiles at Jam’iyat Rif al Muhandiseen area in the village, which resulted in the killing of
seven civilians at once (Six children and one woman). The village is under the control of
armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.

3- Armed opposition factions

- Aleppo governorate
“Al Nile Street” neighborhood, western Aleppo city, Thursday, January 26, 2017
We haven’t included this incident in our past report, as it was still being investigated
Thursday afternoon, armed opposition factions, stationing in Dahrat Abd Rabbu area near
al Lyramoun neighborhood on the outskirts of Aleppo city, fired a number of locally-made
rocket shells at Qutaiba mosque in “Al Nile Street” neighborhood, which punctured the
mosque dome and caused moderate damages to the furniture. The neighborhood is under the control of Syrian regime forces.
Al Hamdaniya neighborhood, western Aleppo city, Wednesday, February 8, 2017
We recorded two breaches by armed opposition factions. The neighborhood is under the
control of Syrian regime forces
The first incident: Wednesday noon, armed opposition factions, stationing in al Rashideen
neighborhood, fired locally-made rocket shells at al Hamdaniya neighborhood. One of the
shells fell in the vicinity of al Redwan mosque, which resulted in the killing of three civilians including one female child and one woman.
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The second incident: armed opposition factions, stationing in al Rashideen neighborhood,
fired locally-made rocket shells at al Hamdaniya neighborhood. One of the shells fell near
a relief center for the Syrian Arab Red Crescent – Aleppo branch. The center building was
moderately damaged.
Al Hamdaniya neighborhood, western Aleppo city, Thursday, February 16, 2017
Thursday morning, armed opposition factions, stationing in al Rashideen neighborhood,
fired a number of locally-made rocket shells at al Hamdaniya neighborhood in Aleppo
city. The shells fell in Jam’ieyat Tishreen area, which resulted in the killing of four civilians
including two children and one woman. The neighborhood is under the control of Syrian
regime forces
New Aleppo neighborhood, western Aleppo city, Saturday, February 18, 2017
Saturday noon, armed opposition factions, stationing in the vicinity of al Bohouth al Elmiya, fired a number of locally-made rocket shells at New Aleppo neighborhood in Aleppo
city. One of the shells fell in the vicinity of al Shahba hospital, which resulted in the killing
of a 75-year-old woman. New Aleppo neighborhood is under the control of Syrian regime
forces.
New Aleppo neighborhood, Monday, February 20, 2017
We recorded two breaches by Syrian regime forces. New Aleppo neighborhood is under
the control of Syrian regime forces.
The first incident: armed opposition factions, stationing in the vicinity of al Bohouth al Elmiya, fired a number of locally-made rocket shells at New Aleppo neighborhood in Aleppo
city. One of the shells fell on Mousa ben Nussair school, as its fence and cladding materials were moderately damaged.
The second incident: armed opposition factions, stationing in the vicinity of al Bohouth al
Elmiya, fired a number of locally-made rocket shells that fell in the vicinity of Sad ben al
Rabea’ mosque in Mnayyan area, which resulted in the killing of one child.

4- Breaches the perpetrators of which haven’t been identified, perpetrated by the Syrian regime or the Russian regime
- Damascus governorate

Al Qaboun neighborhood, northeastern Damascus city, Thursday, February 2, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired missile at al Hayat Group Development Projects, which resulted in the killing of four civilians. Additionally, al Hayat shoe
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workshop building and al Hayat bakery were heavily damaged and were rendered out of
commission. Also, al Hayat farm for domestic cows were moderately damaged, and al
Hayat surgical hospital were heavily damaged. The neighborhood is under the control of
armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Tishreen neighborhood, northeastern Damascus city, Friday, February 24, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired missiles at the neighborhood,
which wounded a media activist. The neighborhood is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
- Hama governorate
Al Latamna city, northern suburbs of Hama governorate, Wednesday, February 15, 2017
Around 03:30, fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired a number of missiles near center 114, an affiliate of the civil defense center in the city, which completely
destroyed an ambulance and rendered it out of commission. No damages were recorded
in the center. The city is under the joint control of armed opposition factions, where there
is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
- Daraa governorate
Gharz area, eastern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Sunday, February 12, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at the Justice House of Houran” (Dar al Adl fe Houran). The Court building was partially destroyed,
and the cladding materials and furniture were moderately damaged. The city is under
the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front, where there is no
presence for ISIS.
Tareaq al Sad neighborhood in Daraa al Mahata area, eastern Daraa city, Monday, February 13, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired a number of missiles at a residential building in the neighborhood, which resulted in the killing of 12 civilians, who were
mostly from the same family, including five children and two women. The neighborhood
is under the control of armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al
Sham Front or ISIS.
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Al N’iema village, eastern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Thursday, February 16, 2017
Fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired a number of missiles near Shu’a’
al Amal kindergarten in the village. The kindergarten building and its cladding materials
were moderately damaged. The village is under the control of armed opposition factions,
where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Bosra al Sham city, eastern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Friday, February 17, 2017
We recorded three breaches by the Syrian regime forces. The city is under the control of
armed opposition factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
The first incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired a number of
missiles at Osama ben Zaid mosque in the eastern neighborhood of the city. The mosque
building, its furniture, and cladding materials were heavily damaged.
The second incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired a number
of missiles near Abu Bakr al Siddeeq mosque in the city. The mosque building, its furniture, and cladding materials were moderately damaged.
The third incident: fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired a number of
missiles at the Martyr Farid al Najm school in the western neighborhood of the city. The
school building, its furniture, and cladding materials were moderately damaged.
Al Arba’in neighborhood, Daraa al Balad area in the middle of Daraa city, Friday, February 17, 2017
fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes fired a missile at the neighborhood,
which injured a media activist. The neighborhood is under the control of armed opposition
factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
Nasib village, eastern suburbs of Daraa governorate, Sunday, February 19, 2017
Sunday noon, fixed-wing Syrian regime/Russian forces warplanes carried out a missile
airstrike at the residential buildings in the village, which resulted in the killing of four civilians including two female children and one woman. The makeshift hospital in the village,
and its equipment were heavily damaged. As a result, the hospital was rendered out of
commission. Additionally, Ali ben Abe Taleb mosque building, located next to the hospital, and its cladding materials were heavily damaged. As a result, the mosque was temporarily rendered out of commission. The village is under the control of armed opposition
factions, where there is no presence for Fateh al Sham Front or ISIS.
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B. Arrest operations
1- Syrian regime forces

- Hama governorate
Athreiya village, eastern suburbs of Hama governorate, Thursday, February 2, 2017
21 civilians, including five children and 11 women, were arrested at a Syrian regime
checkpoint near the village. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Athreiya village, eastern suburbs of Hama governorate, Saturday, February 4, 2017
14 civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint near the village. They were taken
to an undisclosed location.
Al Qosour neighborhood, eastern Hama city, Sunday, February 5, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested three civilians after they raided their place of residence in
the neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Athryeia village, eastern suburbs of Hama governorate, Thursday, February 9, 2017
27 civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint near the village. They were taken
to an undisclosed location.
Athryeia village, eastern suburbs of Hama governorate, Tuesday, February 14, 2017
36 civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint near the village. They were taken
to an undisclosed location.
Al Nasr neighborhood, western Hama city, Thursday, February 16, 2017
Two civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the neighborhood. They were
taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Sabouniya neighborhood, eastern Hama city, Friday, February 17, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested one civilians after raiding his house in the neighborhood.
He was taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Dabbagha neighborhood, Hama city center, Monday, February 20, 2017
Three civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the neighborhood. They
were taken to an undisclosed location.
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Al Mahata neighborhood, northwestern Hama city, Tuesday, February 21, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested two civilians after raiding where they are in the neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Ain al Louza neighborhood, southern Hama city, Friday, February 24, 2017
Six civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the neighborhood. They were
taken to the Military Security branch in the city.
Al Trimsa village, northwestern suburbs of Hama governorate, Sunday, February 26, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested 18 civilians after raiding the village. They were taken to an
undisclosed location.
- Damascus suburbs governorate
Al Tal city, western Damascus suburbs governorate, Monday, February 6, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested nine civilians, and took them to an undisclosed location,
after a raid and arrest campaign that was carried out in a number of neighborhood in the
city.
Qatana city, western Damascus suburbs governorate, Tuesday, February 7, 2017
22 civilians, including seven children, were arrested at a temporary Syrian regime checkpoint (Hajez Tayyar) in the city. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Qatana city, western Damascus suburbs governorate, Wednesday, February 8, 2017
27 civilians, including 19 women, were arrested at a temporary Syrian regime checkpoint
(Hajez Tayyar) in the city. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Kiswa city, southern Damascus suburbs governorate, Thursday, February 9, 2017
31 civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the city. They were taken to an
undisclosed location.
Artouz town, southwestern Damascus suburbs governorate, Saturday, February 11, 2017
36 civilians were arrested at a number of temporary Syrian regime checkpoints (Hajez
Tayyar) in the town. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Masna’ crossing point at the Lebanese-Syrian borders, western Damascus suburbs
governorate, Thursday, February 16, 2017
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Syrian regime forces arrested five civilian residents from al Zabadani city at one of their
inspection point on the crossing. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Bloudan area, western Damascus suburbs governorate, Wednesday, February 22, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested four civilians in a raid and arrest campaign that was carried
out in the area. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Housh Bajd town, western Damascus suburbs governorate, Wednesday, February 22,
2017
Syrian regime forces arrested three civilians for conscription purposes in a raid and arrest
campaign that was carried out in the town. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Masna’ crossing point at the Lebanese-Syrian borders, western Damascus suburbs
governorate, Thursday, February 23, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested six civilian residents from al Zabadani city at one of their
inspection point on the crossing. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Masna’ crossing point at the Lebanese-Syrian borders, western Damascus suburbs
governorate, Sunday, February 26, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested five civilians at one of their inspection point on the crossing.
They were taken to an undisclosed location.
- Al Hasaka governorate
Al Hasaka city, Friday, February 17, 2017
Military Security forces, affiliated to Syrian regime forces, arrested one civilian at one of
their checkpoints in the city. He was taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Hasaka city, Tuesday, February 21, 2017
Military Security forces, affiliated to Syrian regime forces, arrested two civilians at one of
their checkpoints in the city. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
- Damascus governorate
Al Mazza neighborhood, southwestern Damascus city, Friday, February 17, 2017
Two civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
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Al Rawda neighborhood, northern Damascus city, Wednesday, February 22, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested three civilians in a raid and arrest campaign that was carried out in the neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Amara neighborhood, eastern Damascus city, Wednesday, February 22, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested one civilian in a raid and arrest campaign that was carried
out in the neighborhood. He was taken to an undisclosed location.
Barza neighborhood, northern Damascus city, Friday, February 24, 2017
Seven civilians, including five women, were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint on the
neighborhood entrance. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Barza neighborhood, northern Damascus city, Friday, February 25, 2017
Three civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint on the neighborhood entrance. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
- Homs governorate
Al Wa’er neighborhood, western Homs city, Friday, February 3, 2017
11 civilians, including three women, were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint on the
neighborhood entrance. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Wa’er neighborhood, western Homs city, Wednesday, February 8, 2017
14 civilians, including three children, were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint on the
neighborhood entrance. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Hasya’ town, southern Homs governorate, Sunday, February 12, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested 30 civilians in a raid and arrest campaign that was carried
out in a number of the town’s neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed.
- Latakia governorate
Al Tabieyat neighborhood, southern Latakia city, Friday, February 3, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested five civilians after raiding their place of residence in the
neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Sleiba neighborhood, southern Latakia city, Sunday, February 12, 2017
12 civilians, including one woman, were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the
neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
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Al Raml al Janoubi neighborhood, southern Latakia city, Tuesday, February 21, 2017
Four civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the neighborhood. They
were taken to an undisclosed location.
- Tartus governorate
Al Qadmous area, northeastern Tartus governorate, Tuesday, February 14, 2017
Three civilian residents from Homs city were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the
area. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
- Aleppo governorate
“Al Nile Street” neighborhood, northwestern Aleppo city, Wednesday, February 1, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested 12 civilians, including three women, in a raid and arrest
campaign that was carried out in the neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed
location.
Al Jamea’ area, Aleppo city, Monday, February 6, 2017
14 civilians, including three women, were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the
area. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Zebdiya neighborhood, southern Aleppo city, Tuesday, February 14, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested 18 civilians in a raid and arrest campaign that was carried
out in the neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Hamdaniya neighborhood, southwestern Aleppo city, Tuesday, February 21, 2017
11 civilian residents from al Raqqa city were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the
neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Saif al Daula neighborhood, southwestern Aleppo city, Saturday, February 25, 2017
Six civilian residents from Damascus suburbs governorate were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint in the neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed
- Daraa governorate
Kherbat Ghazala town, southern Daraa governorate, Wednesday, February 15, 2017
Six civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint located near the town. They
were taken to an undisclosed location.
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Kherbat Ghazala town, southern Daraa governorate, Saturday, February 18, 2017
21 civilians were arrested at a Syrian regime checkpoint located near the town. They were
taken to an undisclosed location.
- Deir Ez-Zour governorate
Al Joura neighborhood, northwestern Deir Ez-Zour city, Saturday, February 18, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested seven civilians in a raid and arrest campaign that was carried out in the neighborhood. They were taken to an undisclosed location.
Al Qosour neighborhood, northwestern Deir Ez-Zour city, Tuesday, February 21, 2017
Syrian regime forces arrested five civilians in a raid and arrest campaign. They were taken to an undisclosed location.

III. Recommendations

The Russian regime
Considering that most of the breaches were by the Syrian regime and its ally on the
ground the Iranian regime, who both would be the most affected by any political agreement that aims towards a comprehensive settlement, the Russian regime, being a primary
sponsor of the agreement, must apply pressure on the Syrian-Iranian regime to compel it
to seriously commit to the agreement’s provisions. Otherwise, the ceasefire will ultimately
fail.
Russian forces have to not breach the agreement, and cease bombing civilians. Any other breaches by the Russian forces, who should supposedly oversee the implementation of
the agreement, will demolish the credibility of any future Russian sponsorship.
The Turkish government
Seeing that Turkey is the other party sponsoring the ceasefire, the Turkish government
must follow-up with the breaches that were committed at the hands of armed opposition
factions, and insure that such breaches won’t reoccur in order to preserve the success of
the truce.
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